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Scott McCutchan

To: Mike Christensen
Subject: FCC ID: I28DG420I-1356MHZ

Mr. Christensen,
In order for processing of this application (FCC ID: I28DG420I-1356MHZ) to continue, the 
following issue(s) will have to be addressed:
1) Please submit external pictures of the device.  Also, please show where the RF ID 
board is physically installed in the printer.
2) Some spurious emissions are shown on the data sheets which exceed the level of the 
fundamental emission.  Please indicate whether investigations were made to ensure that 
these emissions were not generated by the intentional radiator.  Reference rule section 
15.209(c)
3) Please submit a bandwidth plot showing compliance with the band edges.  Please note 
that this rule section (15.225) has been changed to include a wider frequency band with 
higher field strength limits.
4) Please submit the user's manual.
The item(s) indicated above must be submitted before processing can continue on the above 
referenced application. Failure to provide the requested information within 60 days of the
original e-mail date may result in application dismissal and forfeiture of the filing fee.
Also, please note that partial responses increase processing time and should not be 
submitted.
Please upload your response to our electronic filing website using a correspondance number
of "I28DG420I-1356MHZ-1". 
If you have any questions, feel free to contact me.
Best regards,
Scott McCutchan
Operations Manager
Compatible Electronics TCB
(714) 579-1489
fax (714) 579-1850
http://www.celectronics.com 
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I28DG420I-1356MHZ-
1

Hello, The applicant does not supply 
a user's manual with the device, 
however, the FCC statement is 
included with each device.
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I28DG420I-1356MHZ-
1

Hello, 1) External photos have been 
uploaded 2) New data sheets with 
the requested changes have been 
uploaded 3) A bandwidth plot 
showing compliance with the band 
edge requirements has been 
uploaded 4) A user's manual is not 
provided with each device, 
however, the FCC statement that 
was previously uploaded is provided 
with each device


